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I. Introduction
Introduced by the CBOE in 1993, the VIX index non-parametrically approximates the expected
future realized volatility of the S&P 500 returns over the next 30 days. Options on the VIX started
trading in 2006 and, as of today, represent a much larger market than VIX futures. By definition,
the VIX index, VIX options, and S&P 500 options are directly linked to the S&P 500 index and
all provide valuable information on the S&P 500 returns dynamics. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there has been very little effort dedicated to comparing the information these datasets
contain on the distribution of the S&P 500 returns and on the trajectory of their variance process.
In this paper we aim to fill this gap and study the information content of the S&P 500 and of the
VIX spot and options markets.
Jointly analyzing the dynamic properties and information content of the VIX and S&P 500 option
markets is a challenge. Not only do we need a set of candidate models that are flexible enough to
simultaneously accommodate the stylized facts in both markets over time, but the empirical analysis
of such highly nonlinear data poses a significant computational hurdle. We develop a time-consistent
estimation procedure that permits us to extract information from a large and unbalanced panel
of data and estimate the trajectories of the unobserved volatility of the S&P 500 returns. This
methodology goes well beyond a simple calibration exercise as it makes it possible to reconcile time
series data on the S&P 500 and VIX derivatives markets and consistently match the joint evolution
of prices over time.
We make the following contributions to the empirical option pricing literature. First, we analyze and
compare the information contained in the S&P 500 and VIX markets. We find that when markets
are calm, options do not provide more information on the dynamics of volatility than the underlying
S&P 500 returns and VIX levels. However, during market turmoil, our results indicate that S&P
500 options contain different information than the underlying index levels or VIX options on the
trajectory of the variance factors. These findings are further supported by thorough in- and out-
of-sample analyses of the ability of models estimated from one market to price options on another
market. We find that the VIX index does not provide an accurate representation of the information
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contained in the S&P 500 options. Similarly, the information in S&P 500 derivatives does not span
the information contained in VIX derivatives, and the same holds the other way around. It is crucial
to be aware of this lack of market integration when pricing and managing risks, i.e., when hedging
positions on one market using a portfolio of options on the other one. We find that a joint estimation
to both S&P 500 and VIX markets is required for such purposes.
Second, we perform an extensive model specification analysis. We model the S&P 500 returns using
an affine jump-diffusion specification that belongs to the class of Duffie et al. (2000). This structure
allows us to price S&P 500 and VIX derivatives in semi-closed form, which is essential to analyze the
returns and volatility dynamics using a large dataset of options. We examine different nested models
to investigate the role of each feature in explaining option prices, the risk-neutral distributions of
returns, and those of the variance process. We point out the shortcomings of one-factor affine models
and mitigate them thanks to a stochastic level of reversion in the volatility dynamics (also known as a
stochastic central tendency).1 Based on likelihood criteria as well as on statistical tests of the pricing
errors, we find that jumps in the returns and variance processes are needed to jointly represent the
index levels and derivatives prices in both markets. In particular, they make it possible to better
reproduce the right tail of the variance distribution and short-maturity option prices. Furthermore,
the stochastic level of reversion for the variance helps to better represent the tails of the returns’
distribution and the term structure of the S&P 500 and VIX option prices.
Third, estimating the dynamics of the S&P 500 returns from an extremely large dataset of options
on the two markets and for a long time series requires computationally efficient techniques that can
easily deal with the features of the model, in particular the state-dependent jumps. To achieve this
goal, we extend the Fourier Cosine method introduced by Fang and Oosterlee (2008) for S&P 500
options to price VIX options and adapt the Auxiliary Particle Filter of Pitt and Shephard (1999) to
estimate the trajectories of unobservable processes and jumps. Accordingly, we provide an extensive
toolkit for inference and diagnostics of affine option pricing models given index and option data from
both the S&P 500 and VIX markets. Sequential Monte Carlo techniques have recently increased in
1While adding an additional factor to the Heston model increases its complexity, it has already been shown that
two factors are needed to provide an accurate description of the volatility dynamics (see, e.g., Andersen et al. (2002),
Alizadeh et al. (2002), Chernov et al. (2003), Christoffersen et al. (2009), Egloff et al. (2010), Todorov (2010), Kaeck
and Alexander (2012), Bates (2012) and Menc´ıa and Sentana (2013)).
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popularity and have been used to estimate models, but most endeavors using this tool restrict their
options dataset to near at-the-money options and as far as we know, none have used S&P 500 and
VIX derivatives jointly.
Our fourth contribution is the thorough analysis of the variance risk premium. Especially for models
including jumps, the identification of the risk premium’s components requires a large amount of
returns and options data and therefore powerful computational tools to extract the relevant informa-
tion. Our estimation approach is well adapted to this task. We find that risk premia are very sensitive
to jumps, in particular at the short end of the variance term structure, because a large movement in
the variance process has an immediate negative impact on the payoff of a short-term variance swap.
The stochastic central tendency plays a significant role in both the continuous and discontinuous
parts, especially in calm markets. It is more persistent than the instantaneous variance and drives
the real world medium-term expectation of variance. In contrast, the instantaneous variance reacts
swiftly to changing market conditions and captures most of the sudden variance fluctuations during
market turmoil.
Several papers have been published in the last years aiming to reconcile the cross-sectional informa-
tion of the S&P 500 and the VIX derivatives markets by modeling them jointly. Gatheral (2008)
pointed out first that even though the Heston model performs fairly well at pricing S&P 500 op-
tions, it fails to price VIX options. In fact, modeling the instantaneous volatility as a square root
process leads to a VIX smile decreasing with moneyness, which is the opposite of what is observed in
practice. Among the recent papers that have attempted to simultaneously reproduce the volatility
smiles of S&P 500 and VIX options are Chung et al. (2011), Cont and Kokholm (2013), Song and
Xiu (2012), Papanicolaou and Sircar (2013), and Bayer et al. (2013). We build on this literature by
considering extensions of the Heston model that remain within the affine framework, but add more
flexibility to the specifications used in the above mentioned papers. We use a special case of the
general affine framework developed by Duffie et al. (2000) that includes as sub-cases the usual ex-
tensions of the Heston model encountered in the literature, for example Bates (2000), Eraker (2004)
and Sepp (2008a).2
2Some studies are going in the direction of non-affine models (e.g., Jones (2003), Aı¨t-Sahalia and Kimmel (2007),
Christoffersen et al. (2010), Ferriani and Pastorello (2012), Durham (2013), Kaeck and Alexander (2012)). However,
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Time-consistent estimation methods have been previously used to calibrate models to index returns
and options. See, e.g., Pan (2002), Eraker (2004), Broadie et al. (2007), Christoffersen et al. (2010),
Johannes et al. (2009) and Duan and Yeh (2011). However, as underlined in Ferriani and Pastorello
(2012), most papers filtering information from option prices rely on one option per day or a limited
set of options. Limiting the amount of data results in a computationally less intensive empirical
exercise, but it ignores a large part of the information present in the markets. In contrast, in our
particle filter estimation we fully exploit the richness of our dataset. Furthermore, we note that
most if not all papers that consider S&P 500 and VIX options in their calibration exercise have
restricted their analysis to a static one-day estimation. The resulting parameters might exhibit large
variations when calibrating the model to different dates and therefore cannot be used to infer time
series properties of returns and risk premia.3
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the two-factor affine jump–diffusion
framework used later in the estimation. We describe the risk premium specification and derive the
expression for the VIX squared as well as the pricing formula for VIX and S&P 500 options. In
Section III, we describe our datasets and perform a preliminary model selection exercise based on
a daily joint calibration to the S&P 500 and VIX markets. In Section IV, we detail our time series
consistent estimation method. In Section V, we discuss our estimation results. Section VI concludes.
II. Theoretical framework
We first present our modeling framework, which belongs to the affine class. Then, we discuss the
risk premium specification and derive the pricing formula for VIX derivatives.
A. Model specification
Let (Ω,F , {Ft}t≥0,P) be a filtered probability space satisfying the usual assumptions, where P de-
notes the historical measure. We consider a risk-neutral measure Q equivalent to P. Let (Ft)t≥0 be
tractability remains an issue that is of crucial importance when it comes to calibrating a model to a long time series
containing hundreds of options each day.
3See, e.g., Lindstro¨m et al. (2008).
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the forward price of the S&P 500 index and Y = (Yt)t≥0 = (log(Ft))t≥0 the returns. The dynamics
of Y under Q are specified by
dYt = [−λY v(vt− ,mt−)(θZ(1, 0, 0)− 1)−
1
2
vt− ]dt+
√
vt−dW
Y
t + dJ
Y
t , (1)
dvt = κv(mt− − vt−)dt+ σv
√
vt−dW
v
t + dJ
v
t , (2)
dmt = κm(θm −mt−)dt+ σm
√
mt−dW
m
t + dJ
m
t , (3)
where W Y ,W v, and Wm are three Brownian motions under Q with dependence structure
d〈W Y ,W v〉t = ρY,vdt, d〈Wm,W Y 〉t = 0, d〈Wm,W v〉t = 0. (4)
The process v = (vt)t≥0 is the diffusive component of the variance of S&P 500 returns. The second
variance factor m = (mt)t≥0 represents the stochastic central tendency. The two processes are
instantaneously uncorrelated and only interact via the drift term of v.
The processes JY , Jv, and Jm are finite activity jump processes driven by the point processes NY v
and Nm and are defined by
JYt =
NY vt∑
i=1
ZYi , J
v
t =
NY vt∑
i=1
Zvi , J
m
t =
Nmt∑
i=1
Zmi , (5)
where ZYi , Z
v
i and Z
m
i are the random jump sizes. As suggested by the price paths of the S&P 500
and VIX index, large movements in equity returns and variance are likely to occur at the same time.
We therefore choose, in line with the literature, the same point process NY v to generate jumps in
the asset returns and variance process v. The leverage effect is driven by the correlation between
W Y and W v as well as the possibility of simultaneous jumps in the returns and variance. We assume
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that the jump intensities depend linearly on the factor levels:4
λm(mt−) = λ
m
0 + λ
m
1 mt− , (6)
λY v(vt− ,mt−) = λ
Y v
0 + λ
Y v
1 vt− + λ
Y v
2 mt− . (7)
Moreover, we assume that the random jump sizes are independent and identically distributed. The
jump sizes in the returns are assumed to be normally distributed N (µY , σY ) and the jump sizes in the
two volatility factors are exponentially distributed with respective means νv and νm. Let us define
Zi = (Z
Y
i , Z
v
i , Z
m
i )
>, i ∈ N∗. The jump sizes are characterized by their joint Laplace transform
θZ(φ) = θZ1(φY , φv, φm) = EQ[exp(φ>Z1)], φ ∈ C3. (8)
This model specification implicitly defines the dynamics for the VIX. To derive its expression within
our framework, we use the definition of the VIX as a finite sum of call and put prices that converges
to the integral VIX2t =
2
τE
Q
t
[∫ t+τ
t
dFu
Fu−
− d(lnFu)
]
, where τ is 30 days in annual terms.
Proposition II.1. Under the model specification given in Equations (1)-(8), the VIX squared at
time t can be written as an affine deterministic function of vt and mt:
VIX2t =
1
τ
EQt
∫ t+τ
t
vudu+ 2
NY vt+τ∑
i=NY vt
(
eZ
Y
i − 1− ZYi
) , (9)
= αVIX2vt + βVIX2mt + γVIX2 , (10)
where the coefficients αVIX2 , βVIX2 and γVIX2 are known in closed form and provided in Appendix
A.
The proof of this proposition is in Appendix A.
4The specification of jumps is of importance. Todorov (2010), Todorov and Tauchen (2011) and Jacod and Todorov
(2010) find striking evidence for co-jumps in S&P 500 returns and in the VIX. See also Eraker (2004), Broadie et al.
(2007), Cont and Kokholm (2013). Bates (1996), Pan (2002) and Eraker (2004) argue in favor of using state-dependent
jumps in returns, which is intuitively appealing, as jumps tend to occur more frequently when volatility increases.
Using variance swaps, Aı¨t-Sahalia et al. (2012) find that the state dependent intensity of jumps is a desirable model
feature.
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B. Risk premium specification
We specify the change of measure from the pricing to the historical measure so that the model
dynamics keeps the same structure under P. We separate the total equity risk premium γt into a
diffusive contribution, which is proportional to the variance level and represents the compensation
for the diffusive price risk, and a jump contribution reflecting the compensation for jump risk:
γt = ηY vt− + λ
Y v(vt− ,mt−)
(
θPZ(1, 0, 0)− θZ(1, 0, 0)
)
, (11)
where θPZ denotes the joint Laplace transform of jump sizes under the historical measure P. We
follow Pan (2002) and Eraker (2004) and assume that the intensity of jumps is the same under Q
and P.5 However, we allow the mean and volatility of the jump sizes in returns to be different under
Q and P.6
Similarly, the volatility risk premium on the two volatility factors v and m decomposes into a diffusive
component and a jump component. The diffusive variance risk premium in v is proportional to the
current level of variance, with coefficient of proportionality given by ηv = κv −κPv . The same applies
to the central tendency m, for which the coefficient is defined as ηm = κm − κPm. For the jump part
of the volatility risk premium, we allow the mean jump sizes νv and νm to be different under P and
Q.
For the estimation procedure, it is helpful to summarize the model in terms of P and Q parameters,
which need to be estimated accordingly:
ΘP = {κPv , κPm, θPm, νPm, νPv , µPY , σPY , ηY }, Θ = {κv, κm, θm, νm, νv, µY , σY }. (12)
5Pan (2002) argues that introducing different intensities of jumps under the historical and pricing measure introduces
a jump-timing risk premium that is very difficult to disentangle from the mean jump risk premium. Our assumption
artificially incorporates the jump-timing risk premium into the mean jump size risk premium.
6In the literature, σY has sometimes been constrained to be the same under P and Q (Bates (1988), Naik and Lee
(1990)), but this is not required by the absence of arbitrage (in contrast to σv, σm, and ρY,v). We follow Broadie
et al. (2007) by allowing them to be different. Indeed, they find strong evidence that their being different has a strong
impact on the magnitude of the premium attached to the mean price jump size.
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The remaining parameters are, by assumption, equal under both measures:
ΘP,Q = {λY v0 , λY v1 , λY v2 , λm0 , λm1 , σm, σv, ρY v}. (13)
C. Derivatives pricing
Within the class of affine models, option pricing is most efficiently performed using Fourier inversion
techniques. As a starting point, we need the characteristic function of the underlying processes. Due
to the affine property of the VIX square in Proposition II.1, we have the following result:
Proposition II.2. In the two-factor stochastic volatility model with jumps defined by equations
(1)-(8), the Laplace transforms of the VIX square and the S&P 500 returns are exponential affine in
the current values of the factor processes v and m:
ΨVIX2T
(t, v˜, m˜;ω) := EQt
[
eωVIX
2
T
∣∣∣vt = v˜,mt = m˜] = eα(T−t)+β(T−t)·v˜+γ(T−t)·m˜,
ΨYT (t, y, v˜, m˜;ω) := E
Q
t
[
eωYT
∣∣∣yt = y, vt = v˜,mt = m˜] = eαY (T−t)+βY (T−t)·y+γY (T−t)·v˜+δY (T−t)·m˜,
where the coefficients in the exponentials are functions defined on [0, T ] by the ODEs given in
Appendix B. The parameter ω belongs to a subset of C where the above expectations are finite.
Pricing options on the VIX poses technical difficulties that are not encountered when pricing equity
options. Given a call option with strike K and maturity T on the VIX at time t = 0, we need to
calculate
C(VIX0,K, T ) = e
−rT
∫ ∞
0
(
√
v −K)+fVIX2T (v)dv, (14)
where fVIX2T
is the Q-density of the VIX square at time t = T . The square root appearing in the
integral as part of the payoff in (14) prevents us from using the Fast Fourier Transform of Carr and
Madan (1999). We would need the log of the VIX to be affine, which is incompatible with affine
models for log-returns.
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However, this problem can be circumvented. Fang and Oosterlee (2008) introduce the Fourier cosine
expansion to price index options on the S&P 500. We extend their method to tackle the pricing
of VIX options. Our approach to pricing VIX options is comparable to the inversion performed by
Sepp (2008a), but it is more parsimonious in the number of computational parameters.
Proposition II.3. Consider a European-style contingent claim on the VIX index with maturity
T and payoff uVIX(VIX
2) = (
√
VIX2 − K)+. Given an interval [aVIX, bVIX] for the support of the
VIX2T |v0,m0 density, the price PVIX(t0,VIX0) at time t = t0 ≥ 0 of the contingent claim is
PVIX(t0,VIX0)= e
−r(T−t0)
N−1∑′
n=0
AVIX
2
n U
VIX2
n , (15)
where the prime superscript in the sum
∑′
means that the first term AVIX
2
0 U
VIX2
0 is divided by 2.
The terms in the sum are defined by
AVIX
2
n =
2
bVIX − aVIXRe
{
ΨVIX2T
(
t0, v0,m0;
inpi
bVIX − aVIX
)
exp
(
−iaVIX npi
bVIX − aVIX
)}
, (16)
UVIX
2
n =
∫ bVIX
aVIX
uVIX(v) cos
(
npi
v − aVIX
bVIX − aVIX
)
dv. (17)
The coefficient AVIX
2
n is computed using Proposition II.2 and U
VIX2
n is known in closed form and given
in Appendix C.
III. Data and preliminary analysis
In this section, we describe our data and point out some important characteristics of VIX options.
We also perform a preliminary model selection exercise, in which we try to jointly calibrate some
candidate models to the S&P 500 and VIX option markets.
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A. Data description
Options on the VIX were introduced in 2006. Our sample period is from March 1, 2006 to October
29, 2010. The option data consist of the daily closing prices of European options on the S&P 500
and VIX, obtained from OptionMetrics. This time series includes both periods of calm and periods
of crisis with extreme events. Therefore, it provides an ideal test bed for our candidate models.
Both the S&P 500 and VIX options datasets are treated following the literature, see e.g. Aı¨t-Sahalia
and Lo (1998). We only consider options with maturities between one week and one year and delete
options quotes that are not traded on a given date. Then, we infer from highly liquid options
the futures price using the at-the-money (ATM) put-call parity. This avoids two issues: Making
predictions on future dividends, and using futures closing prices which are not synchronized with the
option closing prices. Hence, we consider that the underlying of the options is the index futures and
not the index itself. We only work with liquid out-of-the-money (OTM) options for the S&P 500
market and only with liquid call options for the VIX market. If the VIX in-the-money (ITM) call is
not liquid, we use the put–call parity to infer a liquid VIX ITM call from a more liquid VIX OTM
put. Finally, implied volatilities are computed considering futures prices as underlying.7
These adjustments leave a total of 383,286 OTM S&P 500 and 43,775 call options on the VIX, with
a daily average of 327 S&P 500 options and 37 VIX options. The number of S&P 500 (VIX) options
in our dataset on a given date increases with time, with around 170 (5) options at the beginning of
the dataset and around 450 (70) options at the end. At the beginning of the sample, there are one
or two short maturities (less than six months) available for VIX options and around six maturities
for S&P 500 options, with approximately 40 S&P 500 options per maturity slice. At the end of the
sample, the VIX options have around five short maturities with a bit more than 10 options trading
per maturity. For S&P 500 options, around ten maturities are available per day with around 60
options for one-month maturities and 40 options for the one-year slice. The low number of VIX
options compared to the number of S&P 500 options comes from the fact that VIX options only
7We remark that VIX option prices do not satisfy no-arbitrage relations with respect to the VIX index, but rather
with respect to the VIX futures value. A VIX call option at time t with maturity T is an option on the volatility for
the time interval [T, T + 30d], where 30d stands for 30 days. The value VIXt at time t is related to the volatility on
the time interval [t, t+ 30d], which might not overlap at all with [T, T + 30d].
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started trading in 2006. At the end of our sample, the total VIX options volume per day is about
one-half the total volume of S&P 500 options traded.
B. Descriptive statistics
Table I presents the first four sample moments of the S&P 500 futures returns and VIX index levels,
over two different periods of time. The first period starts in March 2006 and ends in February 2009,
i.e., it spans the pre-crisis period as well as the beginning of the crisis. The second period begins
in March 2009 and lasts until October 2010. For our estimation, these two periods serve as the
in-sample and out-of-sample periods.
The S&P 500 log-returns exhibit a high kurtosis, especially during the in-sample period, suggesting
the presence of rare and large movements. In the in-sample period, their skewness is slightly positive,
but becomes negative in the out-of-sample period, due to the substantial losses made during the
financial crisis. The VIX index exhibits a large positive skewness and kurtosis in the in-sample
period. However, in the out-of-sample period, both skewness and kurtosis decrease significantly
whereas the mean increases by 45%, indicating that the values of the index are of larger overall
magnitude but with less extreme values.
[Table 1 about here.]
Panel A of Figure 1 displays the joint evolution of the S&P 500 and the VIX index from 2006 to
2010. The S&P 500 returns and the VIX daily increments are highly negatively correlated (with a
correlation coefficient of −0.832 over this period), which explains the popularity of VIX contracts for
hedging part of the equity risk of a portfolio. Panel B represents the expected one-month forward
log-returns of the S&P 500 from March 1st, 2006 to October 29th, 2010 as implied by prices of
S&P 500 options and calculated following the method of Bakshi et al. (2003). The expected forward
returns illustrate the variety of market situations covered by our time series. They were almost
constant until the end of 2007, equal to a positive value and thus indicating that market participants
were expecting a stable income from investing in the index. From the end of 2007, they exhibit more
variation and eventually turn negative. Following the bail-out of Lehman Brothers in September
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2008, the expected forward returns drop below -1.5%. Then, they gradually come back and become
stable mid-2009 around a slightly negative level close to -0.2%. In 2010, the sudden increase in the
VIX index coincides with a further sudden drop of the expected forward returns falling to almost
-0.5%.
[Figure 1 about here.]
Even though the S&P 500 and VIX markets are closely related, we emphasize that options on the
VIX and S&P 500 differ substantially in their characteristics. First, S&P 500 and VIX derivatives
with the same maturity contain information on the S&P 500 over different time periods. While
an S&P 500 option with maturity T contains information about the future S&P 500 index level at
time T and therefore about the S&P 500 volatility up to T , a VIX option with maturity T embeds
information about the VIX at time T and therefore about the S&P 500 volatility between T and
T + 30 days. Second, the implied volatility smiles backed out from S&P 500 and VIX option prices
have different shapes. Panels C and D of Figure 1 display the S&P 500 and VIX smiles on May
10, 2010. The implied volatilities (IVs) are computed using the standard Black–Scholes formula.
The VIX IVs are in general substantially higher than the S&P 500 IVs. They range in our sample
from 34% to 216% with an average of 80% whereas the S&P 500 IVs range from 6% to 162% with
an average of 26%. The implied volatilities of S&P 500 options are in general decreasing with
moneyness, which highlights the expensiveness of out-of-the money put options on the S&P 500. As
these options provide investors with protection against large downward movements in returns, the
negative skewness of the volatility smile reflects their risk aversion towards such movements. Due to
the leverage effect, negative changes in returns are strongly related to increases in volatility, which
out-of-the-money VIX call options can hedge. This explains why VIX implied volatilities tend to be
positively skewed.
The difference between these markets is also reflected by other indicators such as the put–call trading
ratio. Almost twice as many puts as calls are traded daily in the S&P 500 options market, but the
situation is reversed in the VIX market, where the amount of calls traded daily is almost double
that of the puts. In fact, we can observe in Panels C and D of Figure 1 that the log-moneynesses
traded for S&P 500 options are mostly negative (which corresponds to OTM put options) and often
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positive for VIX options (OTM calls).
C. Joint calibration
Before we bring our models to the time series of data, we carry out a joint calibration exercise using
the cross-section of S&P 500 and VIX options on a particular date. This exercise gives us some
guidance for model design and allows us to reduce the set of models to be estimated on a time
series of options’ data. If a model is not flexible enough to jointly reproduce the implied volatility
patterns of both markets on a single date, the Q–dynamics of the model is not sufficiently rich to
accurately price both the S&P 500 and VIX derivatives jointly, and we can safely discard this model
from further consideration.
Let us fix a date t and consider {IVMktSPX,i}i=1···NSPX , the set of NSPX market implied volatilities of
S&P 500 options for strikes {Ki} and maturities {Ti}. We denote by {IVMktVIX,j}j=1···NVIX the set of
NVIX market implied volatilities of VIX options. To estimate the parameters, we minimize the root
mean squared error (RMSE) between the market and model implied volatilities:8
RMSEM(t) :=
√
1
NM
∑
1≤i≤I
(
IVMktM,i − IVModM,i
)2
, M∈ {SPX,VIX}, (18)
RMSE(t) :=
1
2
(RMSESPX(t) + RMSEVIX(t)) . (19)
We use two global optimizers to cope with the non-convexity of the calibration problem and the
potential existence of multiple local minima, namely the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution
Strategy (CMA-ES), introduced by Hansen and Ostermeier (1996), and the Differential Evolution
(DE) algorithm introduced by Storn (1996).
For our calibration, we choose a date on which the markets were under stress, namely May 5, 2010 at
the beginning of the European sovereign debt crisis. After cleaning our data as described previously,
we have 91 VIX options at six different maturities (from 0.04 to 0.46 years) and 486 S&P 500 options
8Alternatively, we checked that using distances taking into account the bid–ask spread of IVs as in Cont and Kokholm
(2013) does not significantly change the quality of fit. Instead of the RMSE, we also looked at average relative errors
(ARE). However, this does not affect our conclusions. The results using ARE are available upon request.
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at eleven different maturities (from 0.05 to 0.91 years) available. We emphasize that we perform a
joint calibration. Hence, all this data is entered as input to minimize the total RMSE in (19) from
the VIX and the S&P 500 market simultaneously across all available maturities and moneyness.
In Figure 2, we plot the market and model implied volatilities for the S&P 500 (Panels A, C, E) and
the VIX (Panels B, D, F) for two maturity slices each. For the S&P 500 options, we choose the two
maturities T = 0.05 and T = 0.3, and for the VIX options, T = 0.04 and T = 0.36. As candidate
models, we choose different sub-specifications of the general model (SVJ2) presented in Equations
(1)–(8), namely the Heston model and the Heston model with jumps in returns and volatility (SVJ).
We find that the jump component in the stochastic central tendency does not improve the results
for the SVJ2 model, we therefore present the results with m being a diffusive process.
[Figure 2 about here.]
From Panel A, Figure 2, we observe that the Heston model provides reasonable results for the S&P
500 market. However, for the VIX market (Panel B), the Heston model clearly fails to reproduce
one of the stylized facts of VIX option markets: the positive skew of the implied volatility surface.
This failure is most pronounced for the short-term options, where the Heston model generates a
significant negative skew. The results for the SVJ model look much more promising. Just by adding
jump components to the returns and volatility process, we can now generate the positive skew in the
VIX market (Panel D), while providing an almost perfect fit for the S&P 500 options market. The
SVJ model only struggles at the short end of the VIX implied volatility surface. This shortcoming
disappears when we extend the SVJ specification to the SVJ2 model by adding the factor m. Doing
so gives us not only a remarkable fit for the S&P 500 but also for the VIX options market (Panel F).
Looking at the RMSEs of the SVJ and SVJ2 models, we find that the SVJ provides an RMSESPX of
1.27% and an RMSEVIX of 11.60%. The SVJ2 model yields 1.17% and 5.15%, respectively. Hence,
while the two models are comparable in terms of their performance on the S&P 500 options market,
there is an obvious difference in the VIX market on the chosen date.
In unreported results, we perform calibration exercises on other days, also including calm periods.
Irrespective of the day, we observe that the SVJ and SVJ2 models perform comparably on the S&P
500 options market, both fitting the data very well. In contrast, we find that there are dates when
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the SVJ model struggles to fit the VIX IVs in addition to the S&P 500 IVs whereas the SVJ2 model
satisfactorily fits both.9 Therefore, we conclude from our calibration exercise that we can discard
the Heston model from further analysis and that jumps in the volatility are necessary.
IV. Estimation methodology
Daily calibration is essentially a multiple curve fitting exercise to check whether the models can fit
the risk-neutral distributions implied by option prices at different maturities. Some of the parameters
we get from daily calibrations in the previous section are unstable and vary substantially from one
day to the next.10 To achieve a more robust estimation which is consistent with the whole time
series of in-sample data, we choose a methodology based on particle filtering. A particle filter uses a
time series of observable market data called measurements , to estimate the conditional densities of
unobserved latent processes such as the volatility and jump processes at every point in time during the
estimation period. It can be combined with maximum likelihood estimation for parameter estimation
and standard error calculations. Using a time series of S&P 500 and VIX indexes and options, we
estimate both the P- and Q-dynamics of the model to obtain a set of model parameters that jointly
prices spot and options in both markets consistently over time. Before introducing the specific filter
used, we specify the discretized model and the measurement errors.
A. Discretized model and specification of errors
We discretize the continuous-time model on a uniform time grid composed of M + 1 points t ∈ {t0 =
0, t1 = ∆t, ..., tk = k∆t, ..., tM = M∆t}, for some M ∈ N∗. Since we use daily data, ∆t corresponds
9Our findings are consistent with Gatheral (2008), who shows that the Heston model is incapable of reproducing
the positive skew in VIX IVs, and with Sepp (2008a,b), who finds that incorporating positive jumps in the volatility
dynamics into the Heston model removes this shortcoming.
10Parameters obtained when calibrating to daily options prices are not stable over time, as explained in Broadie
et al. (2007) and Lindstro¨m et al. (2008).
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to one day. In discrete time, the model evolves under P as follows:11
∆Yt = [−λY v(vt,mt)(θPZ(1, 0, 0)− 1)−
1
2
vt + γt]∆t+
√
vt∆W
Y,P
t + Z
Y,P
t ∆N
Y v
t , (20)
∆vt = κ
P
v
(
κv
κPv
mt − vt
)
∆t+ σv
√
vt∆W
v,P
t + Z
v,P
t ∆N
Y v
t , (21)
∆mt = κ
P
m(θ
P
m −mt)∆t+ σm
√
mt∆W
m,P
t + Z
m,P
t ∆N
m
t (22)
where the notation ∆Xt for some process X represents the increment Xtk+1 − Xtk where t = tk ∈
{t0, ..., tM−1}.
As the log-returns are observable, equation (20) is the first measurement equation. The second
measurement equation comes from the observation of the VIX index level with error:
VIX2t − (αVIX2vt + βVIX2mt + γVIX2) = VIXt . (23)
Jiang and Tian (2007) point to systematic biases in the calculation of the VIX index, such as
model misspecification or data limitations. For example, in practice, the index is calculated using
a finite number of options thereby inducing an error in the computation of the integral present in
the definition. These biases are captured by the error term VIXt . It is assumed to follow a normal
distribution with mean zero and variance s > 0. The last measurements are the prices of S&P 500
and VIX options. We assume that the option prices are observed with an error, which comes from
different sources, such as bid–ask spreads, potential model misspecification, timing and processing
errors. We define these errors as the relative differences between the market OM,Mktt and the model
prices OM,Modt , M∈ {SPX,VIX}:
OSPX,Modt,i (Yt, vt,mt,Θ,Θ
P,Q)−OSPX,Mktt,i
OSPX,Mktt,i
= SPX,optionst,i , i = 1, . . . , NSPX,t, (24)
OVIX,Modt,j (vt,mt,Θ,Θ
P,Q)−OVIX,Mktt,j
OVIX,Mktt,j
= VIX,optionst,j , j = 1, . . . , NVIX,t, (25)
where NM,t is the number of contracts available in the corresponding market. We assume the error
11For the particle filter, we actually use a Milstein scheme to improve the precision of the discretized dynamics. See
Kloeden and Platen (1992) for details.
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terms to be normally distributed and heteroscedastic:
SPX,optionst,i ∼ N (0, σ2SPXt,i ), 
VIX,options
t,j ∼ N (µVIXt , σ
2
VIXt,j
), (26)
where µV IXt is proportional to the error 
VIX
t which has been made on the estimation of the VIX level.
Indeed, if the underlying’s value is not accurately estimated, it introduces a bias in the valuation of
VIX options. The variance of the errors is
σ2
SPXt,i
= exp
(
φ0 · bid-ask spreadi + φ1
∣∣∣∣log( KiF SPXt (Ti)
)∣∣∣∣+ φ2(Ti − t) + φ3) , (27)
σ2
VIXt,j
= exp
(
ψ0 · bid-ask spreadj + ψ1
∣∣∣∣log( KjFVIXt (Tj)
)∣∣∣∣+ ψ2(Tj − t) + ψ3) , (28)
with φi and ψi in R, i ∈ {0, ..., 3}.12
B. Particle filter
At every period t = tn, the measurement vector yt collects observed market prices. By y
t =
(yt0 , ..., ytn), we denote all the observations available up to time t. The filtering problem consists of
recursively approximating the distribution of the latent state Lt,
Lt =
{
vt,mt,∆N
Y v
t ,∆N
m
t , Z
Y,P
t , Z
v,P
t , Z
m,P
t
}
, (29)
conditional on yt. Particle filters are perfectly adapted to our problem: They can handle observations
that are nonlinear functions of latent variables as well as equations with non-Gaussian innovations.
There are many types of particle filters. We use the Auxiliary Particle Filter (APF) proposed by
Pitt and Shephard (1999). Compared to more basic particle filters, such as the Sampling Importance
Resampling (SIR) filter, the APF is better suited to detect jumps, whereas the SIR filter faces sample
impoverishment leading to potential particle degeneracy. Both filters are described in Johannes et al.
(2009) for filtering latent factors from returns in a Heston model with jumps in returns.
12The fact that the option pricing errors are normally distributed does not constitute a restriction. The reason is
that the errors are heteroscedastic and the coefficients generating the heteroskedasticity are driven by the data, i.e.,
we optimize over the parameters {φi, ψi}0≤i≤3.
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We develop an extension of their algorithm that is able to handle more data (the VIX market data
on top of the S&P 500 market data) as well as the second volatility factor m and the volatility jumps.
The likelihood estimation and particle filter are presented in detail in Appendix D. Furthermore,
we performed additional data treatments for S&P 500 and VIX options before running the particle
filter. They are described in Appendix E.
C. Candidate models and datasets
For the convenience of illustrating the effect of the incremental information contained in the different
markets, we proceed with our empirical investigation and develop insights in a pedagogical way by
defining four different datasets as follows:
S&P 500 index S&P 500 index and options
VIX index D1 D2
VIX index and options D3 D4
D1 only contains data on the S&P 500 and VIX indexes. D2 (resp. D3) also contains S&P 500 options
(resp. VIX options). Finally, D4 contains all available data. Splitting up the data this way allows us
to draw inferences on the information contents of the different markets and to study whether these
contents are consistent with one another.
As the calibration exercise described in Section III.C has shown, the SVJ and SVJ2 model perform
well in jointly fitting the S&P 500 and VIX market on a particular day. Therefore, these two models
are natural candidates to analyze with the particle filter. In addition, to appreciate the impact of
jumps, we consider a two-factor volatility model that has no jumps. We label this model SV2.13
13In unreported results, we do not find evidence that the inclusion of additional jumps in the central tendency factor
helps to capture the time series of option prices. Therefore, as in the calibration exercise of the previous section, we
restrict our analysis of the SVJ2 model by setting Jmt = 0 for all t.
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V. Results and discussion
After presenting the parameter estimates, we analyze the trajectories of the latent factors, depend-
ing on the model and dataset considered. We also investigate the benefits of including the jumps
and stochastic central tendency by analyzing the in and out-of-sample option pricing errors. We
then discuss whether the VIX market and S&P 500 market convey the same information about the
volatility dynamics. Finally, we study the dynamics of equity and variance risk premia.
A. Likelihood criteria and parameter estimates
Tables II and III present the point estimates and standard errors resulting from the estimation of
the SVJ2 model and its SVJ and SV2 sub-specifications to datasets D1 to D4. The last rows of Table
III indicate the log-likelihood values and the values of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and
Bayes Information Criterion (BIC) for each estimation.
Before we discuss specific parameters, we make the following remark. When we estimate the models
with index data (D1) only, the likelihood criteria are slightly in favor of the SVJ2 model. However,
the Q-parameters and κPv are difficult to estimate. Their standard errors are typically four to five
times larger than those obtained with the other datasets. Therefore, we conclude that D1 is not rich
enough to provide a reliable estimation of the models considered. In particular, despite the fact that
the VIX index is constructed from option prices, it does not contain enough information to accurately
infer the parameters which characterize the Q-distribution of the S&P 500 returns. Consequently,
D1 is not informative enough to provide reasonable pricing performance for S&P 500 options.
[Table 2 about here.]
[Table 3 about here.]
Given this result for D1, we focus our discussion on the results for the larger datasets D2 to D4.
We start by analyzing the parameters that we assume to be equal under both probability measures.
The estimates for the jump intensities suggest that the dominant factor driving the intensities is m.
Indeed, the estimates of λY v2 range between 3.64 and 4.25 for the SVJ2 model and are significantly
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different from zero. In contrast, the estimates of λY v1 range between 0.15 and 1.1 and are not
significant for any dataset. For the SVJ model with one volatility factor, the effect of m is transferred
to v and we can expect an increase in the estimates for λY v1 . Indeed, they range between 2.38 and
2.85 and are significant. When we use the whole dataset D4, the constant term λY v0 is significantly
different from zero for both the SVJ2 and SVJ model.
For the second volatility factor m, we find that the volatility parameter σm is in the interval
[19%, 35%] for both the SV2 and SVJ2 models regardless of the dataset chosen for the estima-
tion. This value is about one-half of the volatility factor σv found for the process v in these two
models. In addition, the speed of mean-reversion of the process m is about twenty times smaller
than that of v under both measures. Hence, we can interpret the process v as a factor representing
erratic short-term fluctuations of the variance, whereas the process m is more persistent and captures
smoother medium- to long-term trends.14
In the SVJ model, the volatility-of-volatility parameter σv tends to range between the estimates σm
and σv of the two-factor models.
15 Not surprisingly, we also find a prominent leverage coefficient
ρY v across all models and datasets.
In line with the literature, the equity risk premium coefficient ηY is positive across all models and
datasets, which implies a positive diffusive equity risk premium. We find that under P, the mean
jump size of returns µPY and its variance σ
P
Y are difficult to identify, because the likelihood is not very
sensitive to a change in their value. Hence, we have decided to estimate them using high-frequency
returns. Five-minute returns were obtained from the TAQ database and intra-daily jump occurrences
14Indeed, under the assumption that jumps have a minor impact on this expectation compared to the drift term, i.e.
κPv >> λ
Y v
1 ν
P
v , κ
P
v >> λ
Y v
2 ν
P
v and κvθ
P
m >> λ
Y v
0 ν
P
v (inequalities satisfied by our parameter estimates), the conditional
expectation of the variance EPt [vT ] can be written as:
EPt [vT ] ≈ θPm κv
κPv
+ c · e−κPm(T−t)(mt − θPm) + e−κ
P
v(T−t)(vt − c ·mt + c · κ
P
m
κPv
θPm),
for a constant c = κv
κPv−κPm
. As κPv >> κ
P
m, the coefficients in front of vt decays much faster than the one in front of mt.
For T − t equal to three months, e−κPv(T−t) is around 0.15, but goes down to 0.03 for six months, and is of order of
magnitude of 10−3 for a year. In contrast, e−κ
P
m(T−t) is around 0.85 for T − t equal to six months, and as high as 0.77
for one year. Therefore the deviation of mt relative to its long-term mean drives the medium- to long-term expectation
of the variance.
15We impose the Feller condition 2κvm0 > σ
2
v on the SVJ model, where m0 is the level of reversion of the variance
when the central tendency is a constant process. As a consequence, for all datasets containing options, the estimated
volatility-of-volatility parameter σv is considerably smaller for the SVJ than for the SV2 and SVJ2.
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and sizes were estimated following the method described in Bollerslev and Todorov (2011). Daily
jumps were obtained by aggregation of the high-frequency jumps. The resulting moments of the
jumps are: µPY = 0.0002 and σ
P
Y = 0.0039. Their values were fixed throughout the filtering exercise.
Jump size estimates under Q are statistically significant and strongly negative (around -10%), which
is due to investors’ risk aversion to jumps, and yields a non-zero jump risk premium. Similarly, the
volatility of the returns’ jump sizes is larger under Q than under P. This finding for jumps in returns
seems to contrast with the result for the jumps in volatility. There is almost no difference between
the estimates of νPv and νv. For the SVJ2 model with the full dataset D4, we find a mean jump of
0.03 under both measures. However, the estimate for νv is highly significant, while the estimate for
νPv is not statistically different from zero.
The diffusive part of the volatility risk premium ηv = κv − κPv is mostly negative. Its amplitude,
however, depends on the model used. In particular, we find much smaller magnitudes with the
SVJ2 and SV2 models than with the SVJ model. The estimates for dataset D1 illustrate, again,
the problem inherent with an estimation using indexes only. The estimates for the variance risk
premium ηv vary considerably from strongly negative to strongly positive for different models. For
the diffusive part of the stochastic central tendency risk premium ηm = κm − κPm, we find that its
sign changes with the model used, and that it is never statistically significantly away from zero, due
to the rather large standard errors of the κm and κ
P
m parameters.
Finally, the last rows of Table III present the log-likelihood values for the different models and
datasets. All likelihood criteria imply that the SVJ2 model significantly outperforms the SVJ and
SV2 models when options are included in the estimation dataset. Furthermore, the two-factor models
(SVJ2 and SV2) are substantially superior to the SVJ model in fitting the S&P 500 options.
B. Filtered trajectories
Figure 3 displays the filtered trajectories of the volatility process resulting from estimating all three
models SVJ, SV2, and SVJ2 using D4. Whether we focus on the in-sample or out-of-sample period,
we find that the filtered volatility values
√
vt are consistent across model specification.
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[Figure 3 about here.]
We also compare the filtered trajectories of the volatility when using different estimation datasets.
By doing so, we can identify the information content of each dataset regarding the variance of S&P
500 returns. In Panels B to D of Figure 3, we plot the difference between the filtered variance using
D4 and the one filtered using D1, D2, and D3, under the SVJ2 specification. Up until the peak in the
VIX towards the end of the in-sample period, the difference between the filtered variances is small
(less than 3%). During this period, the filtered variance using D1, which uses only the S&P 500 and
VIX index returns, is in general slightly smaller than the variance filtered using the other datasets
(Panel B). Hence, the inclusion of options tends to moderately increase the filtered variance. With
the start of the financial crisis in the fall of 2008, some new patterns emerge. While the variance
filtered using D4 remains close to the one filtered using D2 (Panel C), the variance filtered using D1
and D3 (Panels B and D) is substantially larger (up to 25 percentage points). In the out-of-sample
period and after the variance crisis peak, the difference between the trajectories remains within an
interval of ±3 percentage points except during the period surrounding the second variance increase
in May 2010. Hence, in times of market distress, S&P 500 options contain information on the
variance process that is different from the one contained in D1, and more interestingly in D3 (i.e.,
VIX options). This observation has statistical significance. Indeed, during those times, the lower
bound of the 95% confidence interval of the variance estimated with D3 is more than 5% higher
the upper bound of the variance estimated with D2. This phenomenon only occurs during the two
variance peaks in our sample period. Possible explanations include a difference in the constraints
or information sets of the traders involved, which may affect the prices of options on one market
differently from those in the other market.
In Figure 4, Panels A and B display the time series of the filtered probability of jumps in the variance
process {P(∆NY,vtk = 1)}k=0,...,M , inferred from D1 and D4.16 If this probability is above 10%, we plot
the corresponding jump size in Panels C and D. As for the contribution of jumps to the variation
of the variance, Figure 4 shows that a substantial number of jumps are filtered during the crisis
regardless of the dataset used for estimation. When options are part of the dataset, the largest
16We do not report the results for D2 and D3, as the results are very similar to D4.
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variance jumps are between 5% and 10%.
[Figure 4 about here.]
Although the volatility trajectories are similar across models (Panel A, Figure 3), the SVJ model
generates more volatility jumps during the crisis. Given that the SVJ model has a constant level of
reversion for the volatility, jumps are necessary to generate large volatility increases during the crisis.
This is not the case for the SV2 (and SVJ2) models that can (also) generate increases in volatility
by having a high level of reversion m “pulling” the volatility up. Furthermore, we impose the Feller
condition on the SVJ model, which restricts the amplitude of the diffusive volatility movements.
In Figure 5, we plot the trajectories of the central tendency process m using different datasets.
Interestingly, the estimation of m is more sensitive to the choice of datasets. Moreover, in contrast
to the estimation of v, we observe significant differences depending on which model we take. The
SV2 model indeed tends to generate higher values for the central tendency, in particular in 2009 just
after the peak in the process v. Intuitively, especially during volatile times, the SV2 model needs to
compensate its inability to generate jumps by increasing mt.
Irrespective of the dataset, we observe that the process m is overall more persistent than the process
v, in line with the parameter estimates found. v increases dramatically during the crisis (from
September 2008 on) but gradually returns to pre-crisis levels at the beginning of 2010. In contrast,
the central tendency starts to increase at the beginning of 2009, a few months after the spike observed
in v. On the other hand, the process m does not return to its pre-crisis level of 1% to 2%, but remains
between 5% and 8% until the end of the time series.
[Figure 5 about here.]
Even though the central tendency process is more persistent than v, approximating m by a constant
as in the SVJ model is too rough of an approximation. In particular, Figure 5 shows that the levels
reached by the central tendency during and after the crisis are substantially underestimated by the
SVJ model. In fact, the constant central tendency estimated in the SVJ model seems to be close
to the average filtered central tendency for the SV2 and SVJ2 models over the in-sample period.
Therefore the SVJ model is insensitive and unadaptable to different long-term volatility regimes.
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C. Pricing errors
We analyze pricing errors, both across model specifications and datasets. Our main focus, however,
is on the simultaneous pricing performance of different models for options on both the S&P 500 and
VIX.17
We first investigate how the different models reproduce S&P 500 option prices over time, looking
at different moneynesses and maturities. Focusing first on dataset D2 in Table IV, we find that the
SVJ2 and SV2 are superior to the SVJ. Indeed, the SVJ model exhibits higher Root Mean Square
Relative Errors (RMSREs) than the SV2 and SVJ2 models for all option categories except ATM
options.18 The SVJ prices fairly well short-term options (still not as well as the SVJ2 and SV2)
but struggles to accurately price deep OTM calls and long-maturity options. Hence, introducing
a stochastic central tendency allows us to price long-term and deep OTM S&P 500 options more
accurately. This finding supports the interpretation that the process m captures the long-term trends
of volatility and therefore helps to better reproduce the term structure of S&P 500 option prices.
The SVJ2 and SV2 have similar in-sample pricing errors overall. The SV2 is slightly better at pricing
ATM and deep OTM calls, but the SVJ2 prices OTM puts more accurately. Out-of-sample, the SVJ2
model outperforms the SV2 model in most categories of moneyness and maturity. Exceptions are
deep OTM puts and long-term options. However, for those categories, the differences in RMSRE do
not exceed 2%. Therefore, the SVJ2 model does not overfit the data in the in-sample-period, which
would otherwise translate into a deterioration of its performance in the out-of-sample performance
compared to the other models.
[Table 4 about here.]
Focusing on the pricing errors of VIX options using the dataset D3, we find that the SVJ2 model
again outperforms all models in terms of RMSRE for most option categories. In-sample, the SVJ2
17We also analyzed model generated values of the VIX index. We find that all three models, SVJ, SV2, and SVJ2,
accurately reproduce the time series of the VIX index irrespective of which estimation dataset is used. Hence, jumps
and a stochastic central tendency appear superfluous for reproducing the trajectory of the VIX level, a result which is
confirmed by a Diebold–Mariano test. Detailed results are available upon request.
18As the model has been estimated to relative errors, it is sensible to use the same measure of error to evaluate its
performance. We found that an assessment in terms of Root Mean Square Errors may be misleading as it focuses on
expensive options, i.e., options which are closer to the ATM level.
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always performs better than the SVJ model. The SV2 model is only slightly better for deep OTM call
options. Interestingly, the SVJ does better than the SV2 at pricing deep OTM VIX calls, indicating
that jumps are essential to represent accurately the tail of the volatility distribution. However,
the central tendency factor significantly improves the pricing of all other moneyness levels. These
observations are confirmed out-of-sample. The addition of a central tendency factor improves the
pricing of VIX options for all moneyness levels except for deep OTM calls. In fact, for this category,
the SVJ model even performs better than the SVJ2 out-of-sample. Moreover, and consistent with
the results obtained when using D2 as estimation dataset, the SV2 model substantially outperforms
the SVJ model in pricing VIX options with a maturity exceeding two months.
When using all the available data D4, the SVJ2 model yields significantly smaller in-sample RMSREs
than the SVJ and SV2 models, for most categories of S&P 500 and VIX options. We find that the
two-factor models perform much better than the SVJ to price deep OTM puts and calls on the S&P
500 as well as long maturity options. In turn, the SVJ model outperforms the SV2 model in fitting
deep OTM calls on the VIX. While the SVJ2 outperforms the SV2 model at pricing S&P 500 options
in- and out-of-sample, it appears that the SV2 model slightly outperforms the SVJ2 model in fitting
out-of-sample VIX options.
To test whether the pricing performance is, on average, significantly better for the SVJ2 than for its
nested models, we use the Diebold and Mariano (1995) test (DM).19 We consider two loss functions:
the Mean Square Error (MSE) of the option price errors, and their Mean Square Relative Error
(MSRE).
For S&P 500 options and using dataset D2, the results in Panel A of Table V confirm that the SVJ2
model provides significantly better in-sample and out-of-sample MSEs than the other two models.
The DM tests for the MSRE loss function are not as significant, but still positive and larger out-of-
sample than in-sample. When we switch to the dataset D4, the results confirm that the SVJ2 model
has smaller in-sample pricing errors than the other two models, especially for S&P 500 options.
However, the test indicates that the SVJ2 model does not outperform the SV2 model out-of-sample,
19The DM test works as follows. Consider a loss function, e.g., L(et) = |et|, where et is the difference at time t
between two model pricing errors. If these two models have comparable pricing errors, then the expectation of their
loss differential should be zero. The DM test provides a test statistic for this differential.
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due to the slight lack of precision in pricing OTM and deep OTM calls.
[Table 5 about here.]
For VIX options (and using D4), the results in Panel B of Table V do not favor one model over the
others when considering the MSE as distance criterium. In terms of MRSE, they are slightly in favor
of using the SVJ2 model, as it better fits the cheap OTM options.
We can draw two main conclusions from our analysis of the pricing errors. First, including a stochas-
tic central tendency in the model significantly improves the pricing of long-term options and the
representation of the tails of the distributions of the returns (OTM puts and calls on the S&P 500).
Second, jumps improve the representation of the right tail of the variance distribution (OTM calls
on the VIX) as well as of the short-term options.
Given that we use more than four and a half years of option data on two different markets with a
wide range of moneynesses, the pricing errors resulting from our time series estimation are relatively
small. However, our analysis also uncovers some potential shortcomings of the affine framework.
Even the SVJ2 model has difficulty reproducing the observed volatility smiles during and after the
crisis. In particular, OTM puts on the S&P 500 tend to be underpriced and OTM calls are generally
overpriced, the model-implied volatility smile does not have enough skewness. This phenomenon
affects short-maturity options in particular, and indicates that the model struggles to reproduce
higher moments at the short end.
To further illustrate this point, Figure 6 compares the skewness and kurtosis of the S&P 500 returns
implied by the market and model option prices, the models being calibrated to the full dataset D4.
While the skewness of the returns is well represented at the beginning of the in-sample period, it
is underestimated from late 2007 until the end of our sample. In the out-of-sample period, this
phenomenon becomes much more apparent, as all three models yield an implied skewness which is
about one-half of that implied by the market. The SVJ2 model provides a slight improvement over the
other two models, but is still far from reality. Similarly, the kurtosis is only slightly underestimated
at the beginning of the time series, but in the out-of-sample period the model kurtosis is about one-
half of that implied by the market. Additionally, we find that having VIX options in the estimation
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dataset does not improve the representation of the S&P 500 implied moments.
[Figure 6 about here.]
D. Market integration
Even for affine models, particle filter based estimation of option pricing models is computationally
intensive. Therefore, the recent literature has proposed estimating option pricing models by only
using the S&P 500 and VIX index data, thereby avoiding the computational burden associated with
option valuation. See, e.g., Duan and Yeh (2010, 2011). However, as we mentioned in Section
V.A, the estimation results indicate that using index data alone may lead to erroneous estimated
dynamics, and, consequently, erroneous option prices. Indeed, Table IV reports RMSREs for S&P
500 options, which are two to five times larger when estimating from D1 than when estimating from
D2. For VIX options, the RMSREs are two to four times larger when using D1 than when using D3.
This mispricing is particularly marked for the SVJ2 and SV2 models, which have more parameters
and require more information for their estimation. Hence, we conclude that one should refrain from
estimating an option pricing model using only the S&P 500 and VIX index data.
Although the VIX and S&P 500 options provide different information on the trajectory of volatility
in times of market turmoil (Figure 3, Panels C and D), jumps filtered from estimating the SVJ2 with
D2 and D3 present similar patterns, with slightly less jumps filtered from S&P 500 options. In the
fall of 2008, several jumps around 10% occur with a probability larger than 10%. Finally, slightly
smaller jumps are detected when the Eurozone sovereign debt crisis emerges in May 2010.
Despite these similarities, Table IV shows that the RMSREs on S&P 500 options are four to five
times higher when estimating the two-factor models using D3 than when estimating them using
D4. This ratio is much smaller for the SVJ model, partly because its estimation with D2 already
yields rather bad results. Therefore, our results suggest that VIX options do not contain enough
information to price S&P 500 options accurately. Estimating the SVJ2 and SV2 models using D3
in fact leads to severely mispriced OTM S&P 500 calls, which indicates that VIX options contain
very little information on the right tail of the distribution of the S&P 500 returns. Concerning deep
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OTM puts on the S&P 500, it is striking to see that the estimation using D3 outperforms the one
using D2 out-of-sample. This indicates that VIX options provide valuable information on the left
tail of the returns’ distribution. Conversely, we note that the RMSREs on VIX options using D2 are
about 50% higher than those using D3, both in-sample and out-of-sample. Therefore, we conclude
that S&P 500 options do not include all the information contained in VIX options.20
E. Variance risk premium
Following Bollerslev and Todorov (2011), we define the annualized integrated variance risk premium
(IVRP) as
IVRP(t, T ) =
1
T − t
[
EPt
(
QV[t,T ]
)− EQt (QV[t,T ])] ,
where QV[t,T ] denotes the quadratic variation of the log price process, which is the sum of the
integrated variance of the returns and the squared jumps in the time interval considered:
QV[t,T ] =
∫ T
t
vsds+
NY vT∑
i=NY vt
(
ZYi
)2
The IVRP represents the expected payoff when buying a variance swap at time t with maturity T .
We can further decompose the IVRP into a continuous and a discontinuous part:
IVRP(t, T ) = IVRPc(t, T ) + IVRPd(t, T )
with
IVRPc(t, T ) =
1
T − t
[
EPt
(∫ T
t
vs−ds
)
− EQt
(∫ T
t
vs−ds
)]
,
IVRPd(t, T ) =
1
T − t
EPt
 NY vT∑
i=NY vt
(
ZYi
)2− EQt
 NY vT∑
i=NY vt
(
ZYi
)2 .
20This result does not seem to be model-driven. Indeed, the RMSREs on VIX options are approximately all reduced
when estimating models from D2 to D4 while the RMSREs on SPX options remain more or less the same. Therefore,
the models are better identified when using D4 than with D2.
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Each part can also be decomposed into a contribution from mt and another one from vt:
IVRPc(t, T ) =
(
(AP −A)vt + (BP −B)mt +GP −G
)
,
IVRPd(t, T ) =
(
λY v1 A
Pvt + (λ
Y v
1 B
P + λY v2 Aˆ
P)mt + λ
Y v
0 + λ
Y v
1 G
P + λY v2 Bˆ
P
) [
(σPY )
2 + (µPY )
2
]
−
(
λY v1 Avt + (λ
Y v
1 B + λ
Y v
2 Aˆ)mt + λ
Y v
0 + λ
Y v
1 G+ λ
Y v
2 Bˆ
) [
(σY )
2 + (µY )
2
]
.
The coefficients under Q are given in Appendix A.21
In Figure 7, Panel A, we plot the evolution of the IVRP generated by the SVJ2 model using our
largest dataset D4. In line with the literature, we find that the IVRP is strongly negative with a
sharp drop at the end of 2008.22 Afterwards, the IVRP steadily shrinks but remains larger - in
absolute terms - than before the drop. In Panel B of Figure 7, we decompose the instantaneous
variance risk premium into its continuous and discontinuous parts. The discontinuous component of
the IVRP dominates for shorter maturities, indicating that including jumps helps to represent the
shorter end of the variance premium’s term structure. At the long end, the effect of a positive jump
in the variance process is likely to be dampened by the reversion of the variance to its long-term
mean.
[Figure 7 about here.]
Finally, we find that the contribution of the stochastic central tendency to the continuous part of the
IVRP is negligible for short maturities but plays a substantial role for maturities larger than three
months (see Panel C of Figure 7). The central tendency m usually sets the level of the continuous
IVRP, but it becomes secondary when the market conditions change and the variance peaks . The
central tendency also plays a major role in the discontinuous part of the IVRP and determines
most of its level especially during quiet times, see Panel D of Figure 7. Hence, both the variance
jumps and the stochastic central tendency play a crucial role in the IVRP. While the jumps help to
represent the short end of the variance term structure, it is mostly the stochastic central tendency
m that determines the IVRP during calm market periods. In times of financial crises, the process v
21The time-to-maturity τVIX needs to be replaced by (T − t). The expressions remain similar under P. Q-parameters
simply need to be replaced by their P-counterpart, except BP and GP in which κv remains under Q.
22This result holds across datasets and models. However, we only plot the results for the SVJ2 using D4.
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contributes the most to setting the IVRP.
VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we carried out an extensive empirical investigation of the information contained in
related derivatives markets on the dynamics of volatility. We estimated various specifications of a
flexible affine model using a time series of S&P 500 and VIX indexes as well as option prices on
both indexes. To extract as much information about extreme events as possible, we used S&P 500
and VIX options with a unique wide range of moneynesses. Instead of a step-wise estimation, we
departed from most of the literature and estimated the historical and the risk-neutral parameters
jointly, in a single step. Our maximum likelihood estimation procedure is based on particle filtering.
We show that using a model with a stochastic central tendency and jumps in the returns and volatility
provides significant improvements for pricing S&P 500 and VIX options jointly, both in- and out-
of-sample. Adding a stochastic central tendency helps to better represent the tails of the returns’
distributions, as well as the term structure of the S&P 500 and VIX option prices, while jumps allow
more flexibility to match the right tail of the variance distribution as well as short-dated options.
Regarding the variance risk premia (VRP), jumps additionally play an important role and drive
the short term VRP. For longer term horizons, the continuous part of the VRP dominates and the
contribution of m is largest when markets are calm.
We investigate the ability of information from one market to explain prices observed in other related
markets. We find that the VIX index does not provide an accurate representation of the information
contained in the S&P 500 options. Indeed, an estimation using only the VIX levels in addition to S&P
500 returns (hence excluding options) does not allow to reproduce either the S&P 500 or VIX option
prices. Similarly, the information in S&P 500 derivatives does not span the information contained in
VIX derivatives, and the same holds the other way around. This lack of integration is particularly
prominent during market stress, where it is therefore crucial to include the underlyings as well as
the derivatives on both markets in order to estimate a model and account for the cross-section of
instruments.
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Finally, we find that even the model with a stochastic central tendency and jumps is not able to fully
reproduce the skewness and kurtosis of the underlying S&P 500 index in times of market turmoil.
We conjecture that this limitation is due to the affine nature of our modeling framework. However,
departing from this framework generates tremendous additional computational complexity for the
particle filter estimation. We leave this challenging avenue for future research.
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Appendix
Appendix A. Affine dependence of the VIX2 on vt and mt
The expressions for the coefficients αVIX2 , βVIX2 and γVIX2 in Proposition II.1 are given by
αVIX2 =
(
1 + 2λY v1 C
)
A, (A.1)
βVIX2 =
(
1 + 2λY v1 C
)
B +
(
2λY v2 C
)
Aˆ, (A.2)
γVIX2 = 2λ
Y v
0 C +
(
1 + 2λY v1 C
)
G+
(
2λY v2 C
)
Bˆ, (A.3)
where A = 1avτVIX (e
avτVIX − 1) and A = 1, if av = 0, and C := (θZ(1, 0, 0) − ∂θZ∂φY (0, 0, 0) − 1). We
can calculate the remaining coefficients:
B =

1
τVIX
hv
(am−av)
[(
eamτVIX−1
am
)
−
(
eavτVIX−1
av
)]
, if am, av 6= 0,
hv
av
(
eavτVIX − 1avτVIX (eavτVIX − 1)
)
, if av = am 6= 0,
hv
am
(
1
amτVIX
(eamτVIX − 1)− 1
)
, if am 6= av = 0,
hv
av
(
1
avτVIX
(eavτVIX − 1)− 1
)
, if av 6= am = 0,
1
2τVIXhv, if am = av = 0,
(A.4)
G =

bv
av
[(
eavτVIX−1
avτVIX
)
− 1
]
− bmB, if av 6= 0,
bv
a
[(
eaτVIX−1
aτVIX
)
− 1
]
− bmB, if av = am 6= 0,
1
2bvτVIX − bmB, if am 6= av = 0,
cm
av
(
B − 12hvτVIX
)
+ 1av
∂θZ
∂φv
(0, 0, 0)λY v0
[(
eavτVIX−1
avτVIX
)
− 1
]
, if av 6= am = 0,
1
2τVIX
[
∂θZ
∂φv
(0, 0, 0)λY v0 + cmhv
τVIX
3
]
, if am = av = 0,
(A.5)
Aˆ =

eamτVIX−1
amτVIX
, if am 6= 0,
1, if am = 0,
Bˆ =
 bm
(
1− Aˆ
)
, if am 6= 0,
cmτVIX
2 , if am = 0.
(A.6)
Furthermore,
am =
(
∂θZ
∂φm
(0, 0, 0)λm1 − κm
)
, cm =
(
κmθm +
∂θZ
∂φm
(0, 0, 0)λm0
)
,
av =
(
∂θZ
∂φv
(0, 0, 0)λY v1 − κv
)
, hv =
(
κv +
∂θZ
∂φv
(0, 0, 0)λY v2
)
,
(A.7)
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and if am 6= 0:
bm = − cm
am
, bv = bm
(
κv +
∂θZ
∂φv
(0, 0, 0)λY v2
)
+
∂θZ
∂φv
(0, 0, 0)λY v0 . (A.8)
Appendix B. Characteristic functions
Assuming that the characteristic functions of the processes Y , VIX2 take the exponential affine form
ΨV IX2T
(t, v,m;ω) = Et
[
eωV IX
2
T
]
= eα(T−t)+β(T−t)v+γ(T−t)m,
ΨYT (t, v,m;ω) = Et
[
eωYT
]
= eαY (T−t)+βY (T−t)y+γY (T−t)v+δY (T−t)m,
with ω ∈ C, the coefficients in the definition of ΨV IX2T satisfy the following ODEs:
23
− α′(T − t) + γ(T − t)κmθm + λY v0 (θZ(0, β(T − t), 0)− 1) + λm0 (θZ(0, 0, γ(T − t))− 1) = 0
− β′(T − t)− β(T − t)κv + 1
2
σ2vβ
2(T − t) + λY v1 (θZ(0, β(T − t), 0)− 1) = 0
− γ′(T − t)− γ(T − t)κm + 1
2
σ2mγ
2(T − t) + κvβ(T − t) + λY v2 (θZ(0, β(T − t), 0)− 1) +
λm1 (θZ(0, 0, γ(T − t))− 1) = 0
∀t ∈ (0, T ], with boundary conditions α(0) = 0, β(0) = ω1 and γ(0) = ω2, where ω1 := ωαV IX2 and
ω2 := ωβV IX2 (the coefficients αV IX2 and βV IX2 are defined in Appendix A). The coefficients of
23This relies on the fact that the Poisson processes driving the jumps in vt and in mt are independent.
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ΨYT satisfy the following ODEs for t ∈ (0, T ]:
− α′Y (T − t) + βY (T − t)(−λY v0 (θZ(1, 0, 0)− 1)) + δY (T − t)κmθm
+ λY v0 [θZ(βY (T − t), γY (T − t), 0)− 1] + λm0 [θZ(0, 0, δY (T − t))− 1] = 0
− β′Y (T − t) = 0
− γ′Y (T − t)− βY (T − t)λY v1 (θZ(1, 0, 0)− 1)−
1
2
βY (T − t)− γY (T − t)κv + 1
2
βY (T − t)2
+
1
2
γY (T − t)2σ2v + βY (T − t)γY (T − t)σvρY,v + λY v1 [θZ(βY (T − t), γY (T − t), 0)− 1] = 0
− δ′Y (T − t)− βY (T − t)λY v2 (θZ(1, 0, 0)− 1) + γY (T − t)κv − δY (T − t)κm +
1
2
δY (T − t)2σ2m
+ λY v2 [θZ(βY (T − t), γY (T − t), 0)− 1] + λm1 [θZ(0, 0, δY (T − t))− 1] = 0,
with boundary conditions αY (0) = 0, βY (0) = ω, γY (0) = 0 and δY (0) = 0.
Appendix C. Coefficients for the Fourier cosine expansion
Here we give the expression for UVIX
2
n , the Fourier cosine transform of the VIX options’ payoff. To
ease notation, we drop the subscript VIX for aVIX, bVIX and define ωn :=
npi
b−a . For n > 0, we obtain
UVIX
2
n =
∫ b
a
(√
x−K)+ cos (ωn(x− a)) dx (C.1)
=
2
b− aRe
{
e−iωna
[√
be−iωnb
iωn
+
√
pi
2(−iωn)3/2
(
erfz(
√
−iωnb)− erfz(K
√−iωn)
)]}
.
where erfz is the error function for complex numbers.
For n = 0,
UVIX
2
0 =
2
b− a
[
2
3
b3/2 −Kb+ 1
3
K3
]
. (C.2)
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Appendix D. Particle filter
The log-likelihood of a time series of n+ 1 observations with joint density p, conditional on a set of
parameters Θ, is equal to
log p(ytn |Θ) = log p(yt0 , ..., ytn |Θ) =
n∑
k=1
log p(ytk |ytk−1 ,Θ) + log p(yt0 |Θ) (D.1)
where, by the Law of Total Probability,
p(ytk |ytk−1 ,Θ) =
∫
p(ytk |Ltk ,Θ)p(Ltk |ytk−1 ,Θ)dLtk . (D.2)
Given an initial density p(Lt0 |Θ), the transition density of the state variables p(Ltk |Ltk−1 ,Θ) and the
likelihood function p(ytk |Ltk ,Θ), filtering methods allow us to estimate the distribution p(Ltk |ytk ,Θ)
of the current state at time tk = k∆t, given all observations up to that time. In the following, we
simplify notation and drop the subscript for the conditioning on the parameters Θ. The filtering
density is given by Bayes’s formula,
p(Ltk |ytk) ∝ p(ytk |Ltk)p(Ltk |ytk−1). (D.3)
The likelihood function is known, but the predictive distribution of the state is not. It is given by
the following integral, which involves the previous filtering density.
p(Ltk |ytk−1) =
∫
p(Ltk |Ltk−1)p(Ltk−1 |ytk−1)dLtk−1 (D.4)
The key idea is to approximate the posterior density function of the latent variables p(Ltk |ytk) by a
sum of point masses positioned at strategic points, called particles, {L(i)tk }1≤i≤np :
pˆ(Ltk |ytk) =
np∑
i=1
pi
(i)
tk
δ(Ltk − L(i)tk ), (D.5)
where pi
(i)
tk
denotes the normalized importance weight for particle i, δ(.) is the Dirac delta function,
and np is the number of support points (particles) for pˆ(Ltk |ytk). Then, we can recursively calculate
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the filtering density by
pˆ(Ltk |ytk) ∝
∫
p(ytk |Ltk)p(Ltk |Ltk−1)pˆ(Ltk−1 |ytk−1)dLtk−1
=
np∑
i=1
p(ytk |Ltk)p(Ltk |L(i)tk−1)pi
(i)
tk−1 . (D.6)
To implement the particle filter, ones needs to be able to simulate at every time tk a number np of
particles L
(i)
tk
, i = 1, ..., np from p(Ltk |ytk−1) and to be able to evaluate p(ytk |L(i)tk ). Based on these
simulated particles, we can approximate p(ytk |ytk−1) by
p(ytk |ytk−1) ≈
1
np
np∑
i=1
p(ytk |L(i)tk ). (D.7)
The available observations are the S&P 500 daily returns, the VIX levels, and the option prices on
both indexes. In the following, the notation is as in Section IV.B. We used np = 15, 000 particles
on days when the observations contain option prices and np = 8, 000 when the observations are only
composed of the S&P500 returns and VIX index levels. Larger numbers of particles did not change
our estimates, but increased the computational burden.
The filtering algorithm can be decomposed into the following steps.
Step 1: Initialization. We simulate np initial particles for the latent variables {v(i)t0 ,m
(i)
t0
}i=1,...,np
which are compatible with the initial value of the VIX squared, i.e., given the specification (23). The
following steps are repeated for each time step tk in the grid from k = 0 to k = M − 1.
Step 2: First-stage resampling. At this point, we assume that we have np particles (i.e., pos-
sible values of mt and vt) at time tk given all observations y
tk up to tk. At time tk+1, there are
new observations yk+1. The goal of this step is to retain, from the previous sample of particles
{v(i)tk ,m
(i)
tk
}1≤i≤np , only those which are likely to generate the new observations yk+1. For this pur-
pose, we assign a weight (the so called “first-stage weights”) to each particle, which is proportional
to the likelihood of new market observations ytk+1 given the value of the particle Ltk at time tk.
Intuitively, particles that are compatible with the new observations will be assigned larger weights
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than other particles. To increase the speed of the first-stage resampling, we do not consider options
as part of the observations ytk+1 (only in this step) and limit ytk+1 to the values of the indexes.
The first stage weight ω
(i)
tk+1
assigned to the ith particle L
(i)
tk
at time tk+1 is given by
ω
(i)
tk+1
= p(L
(i)
tk
|ytk+1) ∝ p(ytk+1 |L(i)tk )
where p(ytk+1 |L(i)tk ) is the density of the observation vector ytk+1 given the values of the particle vector
L
(i)
tk
. The importance weights {ω(i)tk+1}1≤i≤np add up to 1, so that they define a proper probability
mass function. Conditioning on the number of jumps in ∆Yt (or equivalently in ∆vt) and ∆mt gives
ω
(i)
tk+1
∝
∑
j,l∈N
p(ytk+1 |L(i)tk ,∆NY vtk ,∆Nmtk )P(∆NY vtk = j,∆Nmtk = l).
Given that we use daily observations, we limit the possible number of jumps of the Poisson random
variables ∆NY vtk ,∆N
m
tk
to zero or one (this Bernoulli approximation is found to be very accurate in
Johannes et al. (2009)). We recall that the new observation is composed of the S&P 500 returns and
the VIX level ytk+1 = (∆Ytk = Ytk+1 − Ytk ,VIX2tk+1). Since the VIX2tk+1 is a sum of normal distribu-
tions and no more than two exponential distributions, there is no closed form for this bivariate density
in the general case. To preserve tractability, we approximate the exponentially distributed jump sizes
by a categorical distribution (a generalization of a Bernoulli distribution) which is supported in a
certain number of (the corresponding exponential distribution’s) quantiles.24 As a consequence, the
weight ω
(i)
tk+1
is a sum of weighted bivariate normal densities.
To eliminate the particles {L(i)tk }1≤i≤np that are not likely to generate the new observations ytk+1 , we
resample (with replacement) the particles according to a stratified resampling scheme:25
z(i) ∼ StratRes(np, ω(1)tk+1 , ..., ω
(np)
tk+1
).
This makes it possible to create a new sample of np latent factors {L(j)tk }1≤j≤np which are now
equally likely. Indeed, particles representing mtk and vtk are shuffled into a new set of particles:
24Robustness tests were performed on simulated data to check that the choice of quantiles was appropriate.
25We checked that using a multinomial or stratified resampling scheme gives similar results.
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{m(j)tk , v
(j)
tk
}j=1..np = {mz(i)tk , v
z(i)
tk
}i=1..np . We resample the same number of particles, although this is
in principle not necessary.
The next step of the particle filter consists in propagating the latent factors according to their
conditional density given the previous values L
(i)
tk
and the new observations ytk+1 :
L
(i)
tk+1
∼ p(Ltk+1 |L(i)tk , ytk+1).
Because the distribution p(Ltk+1 |L(i)tk , ytk+1) is not known in closed form, we use a proposal density
q(Ltk+1 |L(i)tk , ytk+1). Propagating vt and mt requires preliminary knowledge on the jump components,
so we first focus on the jumps.
Step 3: Generating the jumps. We calculate the joint probability of jumps in ∆Yt (or equiva-
lently in ∆vt) and ∆mt between tk and tk+1 using
P(∆NY vtk ,∆N
m
tk
|ytk+1) ∝ p(ytk+1 |∆NY vtk ,∆Nmtk )P(∆NY vtk ,∆Nmtk ). (D.8)
Conditionally on the jump sizes in vt and mt, the first part of the right-hand side has already been cal-
culated in the first-stage weights. Using Bayes’s rule, we get an approximation for P(∆NY vtk ,∆N
m
tk
|ytk+1).
We infer the jump size in the returns following Johannes et al. (2009): Z
Y (i)
tk
|∆NY vtk , ytk+1 is normally
distributed N (µY (i)J , σY (i)J ) where µY (i)J and σY (i)J are given by
(
σ
Y (i)
J
)2
=
 1
∆N
Y v(i)
tk
(σPY )
2
+
1
vˆ
(i)
tk+1
−1
µ
Y (i)
J =
(
σ
Y (i)
J
)2 Ytk+1 − µ˜(i)Y
vˆ
(i)
tk+1
+
(σ
Y (i)
J )
2
(σPY )
2
µPY
where vˆ
(i)
tk+1
is an estimate of vtk+1 given the information we have up to time tk and particle i; we use
vˆ
(i)
tk+1
= E[vtk+1 |v(i)tk ] and
µ˜
(i)
Y = −
(
λY v(θZ(1, 0, 0)− 1) + 1
2
v
(i)
tk
−∆NY v(i)tk
)
∆t.
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Finally, we simulate the jump sizes for ∆vt and ∆mt according to their exponential law.
Step 4: Propagating the volatility and central tendency. The latent factors v and m are
propagated following a Milstein discretization scheme of the SDE. We use the full truncation method
to prevent them from taking negative values.
Step 5: Computing the filtering density. At this point, the newly generated particles {L(i)tk+1}1≤i≤np
are a sample of p(Ltk+1 |ytk+1). We now calculate the second-stage weights {pi(i)tk+1}1≤i≤np which ap-
proximate the probabilities p(L
(i)
tk+1
|ytk+1) and give an approximation for the filtering density at
time tk+1. These weights are proportional to the likelihood of observations at time tk+1 given the
propagated particles L
(i)
tk+1
, with a correction related to the proposal density
pi
(i)
tk+1
∝ p(L
(i)
tk+1
|L(i)tk )p(ytk+1 |L
(i)
tk+1
)
ω
z(i)
tk+1
q(L
(i)
tk+1
|L(i)tk , ytk+1)
.
The posterior distribution of the state variables is approximated by
pˆ(Ltk+1 |ytk+1) =
np∑
i=1
pi
(i)
tk+1
δ(Ltk+1 − L(i)tk+1).
We choose the most likely value of a given factor by taking the expectation of the estimated filtering
density, e.g., vˆtk+1 = Epˆ[v
(i)
tk+1
].
The algorithm described above extracts latent factors if one assumes that the model parameters are
known. Pitt (2002) builds on Gordon et al. (1993) to show that the parameters can be estimated
using the Maximum Likelihood Importance Sampling Criterion, defined as the product over time
of the averages of the second-stage weights. The likelihood of observations given the values of the
particles is then estimated by the average of the second-stage weights over the particles
pˆ(ytn |Θ,M) =
M∏
k=1
pˆ(ytk |ytk−1 ,Θ,M)pˆ(yt0 |Θ,M),
where pˆ(ytk |ytk−1 ,Θ,M) = 1np
∑np
i=1 pi
(i)
tk
.
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Appendix E. Specific data treatment for the particle filter
The S&P 500 options dataset contains a large amount of ATM options compared to OTM and deep
OTM options. If we use the filter (within the maximum likelihood procedure) on this entire dataset,
the fitting of ATM options will be its priority rather than (deep) OTM options. Given the formula of
Breeden and Litzenberger (1978), this results in fitting the body of the S&P 500 returns distribution
rather than the tails, which is not what we want. We need information about the extreme events
contained in the data to be incorporated into the models. For this reason, we interpolate the S&P
500 IV slices and re-sample the option prices from the resulting parametric fit uniformly with respect
to moneynesses.26 Other advantages of our use of interpolation is that the resulting data is arbitrage
free, we have fewer points for each slice (but still accurately representing the information of each
slice), thus reducing the computational complexity.27
For the interpolation, we use the efficient mixture of log-normals approach of Rebonato and Cardoso
(2004) to have a parametric fit for each S&P 500 implied volatility slice. The RMSE of the S&P
500 implied volatilities parametric fits are on average around 0.25% and we therefore do not lose
information, especially given the market bid–ask spread. Finally, using the parametric fit, we can
sample a fixed number (we have chosen 15) of “market option prices” for the desired strikes. We
have chosen to resample the option prices from each parametric slice uniformly in the strike (or,
equivalently, the moneyness). We however do not resample the options for which the strike is smaller
than 40% or larger than 140% of the current futures price. The reason is that there are usually only
one or two options outside this interval of moneyness and we do not wish to re-sample options where
the interpolation results could be driven by an outlier.
We do not perform any interpolation for the VIX options dataset, as most VIX options are OTM
and therefore contain information about the tails of the VIX distribution (i.e., variance and central
tendency processes).
As the datasets comprise a large number of options (up to 600 a day), it is unfeasible to calculate
26It is common to interpolate data, see, e.g., Broadie et al. (2007). This eliminates arbitrage opportunities in the
data and removes the accumulation of options around the ATM region.
27Since we have considered mid-prices and because of synchronization issues between the underlying and the options,
implied volatility slices are not guaranteed to be arbitrage free.
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the option prices every day for every particle. As a consequence, we follow Pan (2002) and Johannes
et al. (2009), among others, and use weekly (Wednesday) options data. Furthermore, this eliminates
beginning-of-week and end-of-week effects. Our particle filter uses daily time steps and incorporates
information on the underlying indexes on a daily basis (i.e., only options are considered weekly).
We decompose the time series of observations into two periods. The first period is from March
1st, 2006 to Feb 28, 2009 (shortly after the VIX index increased to its highest point). This was a
rather calm period,28 that we will use as the in-sample estimation period. Our out-of-sample period
starts on March 1st, 2009 and ends on October 29, 2010. This period includes very high levels
of volatility (for implied volatilities from the S&P 500 and VIX options as well as the VIX index
values). The last column of Table IV presents the number of options within each moneyness and
maturity range in both periods. In particular, our dataset contains, in the in-sample period, 608
close-to-maturity OTM call options on the S&P 500 with a moneyness larger than 1.05, and 2,243
OTM put options with a moneyness smaller than 0.95. These options have maturities shorter than
two months. Analogously, in the out-of-sample period, the dataset contains 737 close-to-maturity
OTM calls and 2,032 OTM put options. As highlighted in Bollerslev and Todorov (2011), these
options provide valuable information on jumps as they have little value unless a large movement in
the S&P 500 is possible. Similarly, OTM calls on the VIX with short maturities contain information
on the extreme upwards moves in the VIX index, and help identify the heavy-tailedness of the right
tail of the VIX distribution. Our dataset contains 1,006 such options on the VIX with a moneyness
larger than 1.1 in the in-sample period and 1,269 in the out-of-sample period.
28We have decided to include the beginning of the financial crisis so that the in-sample period actually includes
several dates with extreme events.
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Table I: Descriptive statistics for daily S&P 500 futures log-returns and daily VIX levels for the
periods from March 2006 to February 2009, and March 2009 to October 2010. We report the mean
(Mean), standard deviation (Std), skewness (Skew), and kurtosis (Kurt).
March 2006–February 2009 March 2009–October 2010
Mean Std Skew Kurt Mean Std Skew Kurt
S&P 500 -0.0007 0.0159 0.0722 14.0772 0.0007 0.0158 -0.3283 6.8683
VIX 0.2044 0.1208 2.6560 10.9620 0.2907 0.1025 1.1929 3.8631
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Figure 1: Panel A: Times series of S&P 500 (dashed curve) and VIX (solid curve) indexes from
March 1st, 2006 to October 29th, 2010. Panel B: One-month S&P 500 and VIX expected returns
implied by S&P 500 options with one month maturity. We use the method described in Bakshi
et al. (2003). Returns are expressed in percentages. Panels C and D: Implied volatilities of S&P 500
options and VIX options on May 10 2010, as a function of log-moneyness log(K/F ). The maturities
T are quoted in years.
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Figure 2: Market and model IVs on May 5, 2010, obtained by a joint calibration on the S&P 500
and VIX option market. Circles represent the market IV for T = 0.05 (S&P 500) and T = 0.04
(VIX). Crosses represent the market IV for T = 0.3 (S&P 500) and T = 0.36 (VIX). The dashed
line corresponds to the model fit for T = 0.05 (S&P 500) and T = 0.04 (VIX) while the solid line
corresponds to the model fit for T = 0.3 (S&P 500) and T = 0.36 (VIX). Panels A (S&P 500) and
B (VIX) plot the model IVs based on the Heston model. Panels C and D display the corresponding
results for the SVJ model, while Panels E and F do so for the SVJ2 model.53
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Figure 3: Panel A: Filtered trajectories of the latent volatility process v for the SVJ2 (solid line),
the SVJ (dashed line), and the SV2 (dashed dotted line) using D4 from March 2006 to March 1st,
2009 (748 days). Panels B, C, and D: difference between the filtered variance of the SVJ2 model for
dataset D4 and other datasets. The shaded part of the graph represents the out-of-sample period,
from March 1, 2009 until the end of October 2010.
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Figure 4: Filtered probability of jumps in the variance process v for the SVJ2 (crosses) and the SVJ
(circles) for D1 (Panel A) and D4 (Panel B). The data covers March 2006 to March 1st, 2009 (748
days). In Panels C and D, we plot the filtered jump sizes in the variance process v when estimating
the SVJ2 (crosses) and the SVJ (circles) models for D1 and D4, respectively. The shaded part of the
graph represents the out-of-sample period, from March 1, 2009 until the end of October 2010.
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Figure 5: Filtered trajectories of the latent factor m when estimating the SVJ2 (solid line), SVJ
(horizontal dashed line), and the SV2 (dashed dotted line) models over the different datasets D1
to D4 from March 2006 to February 2009 (748 days). The shaded part of the graph represents the
out-of-sample period, from March 1, 2009 until the end of October 2010.
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Figure 6: One-month risk-neutral skewness and kurtosis of the distribution of returns implied by
1-month S&P 500 options prices when estimating the SVJ2 (solid line), the SVJ (dashed line), and
the SV2 (dashed dotted line) models using dataset D4 from March 2006 to February 2009 (748 days).
We use the method described in Bakshi et al. (2003). The shaded part of the graph represents the
out-of-sample period, from March 1, 2009 until the end of October 2010.
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Panel A: Variance risk premium 
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Panel D: Instantaneous VRPd 
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Figure 7: Integrated variance risk premia (IVRP) when estimating the SVJ2 model using the full
dataset D4. Panel A plots the IVRP for different maturities. Panel B decomposes the instantaneous
IVRP into its continuous and discontinuous components. Panel C plots the contribution of the latent
factors v and m to the continuous component of the 1-year IVRP. Panel D shows the contribution of
the latent factors v and m to the discontinuous component of the instantaneous IVRP. The shaded
parts of the graphs represent the out-of-sample period from March 1, 2009 until the end of October
2010.
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